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King, Andrew

Subject: FW: Mobile food outlet, Lower Strand.                   Planning Ref.P/17/054/FUL.

From: kenneth simpson 

Sent: 21 July 2017 14:38 

To: Planning 

Subject: Mobile food outlet, Lower Strand. Planning Ref.P/17/054/FUL. 

 
Dear Sir/ Madam, 

  

I have been contacted by a third party re the above and would like to make the following observations and 

comments; 

 

The location of an outlet in this area poses a health and safety risk with traffic passing through the Strand 

at sometimes more than 

the desired speed for a residential/amenity location and the attraction of the public to a roadside business 

has some significant risks! 

  

Holgates green is a very important to visitors and locals. to place a food outlet here [on the edge of the 

green] would not improve this asset to the tourist  industry. The problem of smell/odour from the food 

preparation is difficult to control, also  

the waste generated would raise a problem and with the best will, the disposal arrangements are not 

always adhered to 

by people. 

Holgates green is a tranquil area in the evenings for people to relax and enjoy the view and surroundings. 

To place a food outlet here is not going to improve one of the few assets in Hugh town. 

I already experience waste in the Strand and clear this up on a regular basis, from where it congregates, 

outside of my self catering 

facility Minmow flats, I would not like to see this problem increase. 

Along with  food goes waste and  the attraction of wildlife, some of which is not safe or desirable. 

 

With the Catholic Church opposite this site it becomes an enviromental issue for a place of worship and 

quiet enjoyment. 

 

The existing area to the rear of the Townhall where food outlets are currently situated is the obvious 

location, and it would 

seem more sensible to make provision for any roadside/mobile outlet to operate from here. 

 

I trust that you will include this  in any planning considerations before a final decision on location is made. 

 

With regards,            K. Simpson[mr] 

                                     Minmow flats, 

                                     3 Lower Strand. 

 

 open space used by the public to relax and enjoy the  

  

 


